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CHAPTER 15 

  ACCOUNTING SYSTEM USING DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 LIbre office Base  : Libre Office  Base is a Database Management System (DBMS) allows the 

creation and management of databases, that provide information to the end users.  

Capabilities of Libre Office Base 

1.  Storing data in an organized manner 

2. Enforcing data integrity constraints 

3. Representing complex relationship among data 

4. Restricting unauthorized access to database 

5. flexibility to create multiple user interfaces 

6. Providing for data sharing and multi user transaction processing 

 Objects/components of Libre Office Base 

· Tables:- Tables are used to store the data in the database .Tables are the foundation of the data-

base 

· Queries:- Query may be defined as a set of instructions to retrieve certain information from the 

database. 

· Forms:- Forms are screens that allow viewing, adding and updating the data stored in the tables 

· Reports:- Report allow printing the data based on queries  from the tables in a specific layout. 

 

Steps for creating Data base in  Libre office Base 

Step 1: Open Libre office Base 

            Applications à Office à Libre office Base 

 

“ Data Base Wizard” Screen  helps you to create a database file or open an existing data base. 

    Step 2: Select data base à create a new database à finish 

   Step 3: type file name 
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    The default extension of Libre office Base . “.ODB”    

 

 

 TABLES; A table is a set columns and rows data in tables is organized in records( rows) and fields( 

columns). creating a table requires naming each field and assigning it a specific data type/field Type. 

 

      Creating Database Table in Libre office Base 

1. Create table in design view  

2. Use wizard to create table 

         In design view we can see  three columns viz, Field Name, Field Type and Description 

 

 

FIELD TYPE : A data type/ Field type   specifies the kind of information which can be stored in a 

field 

 

 

 

Data Type Used for 

Text (VARCHAR) 

Text  or combinations of text and numbers( 

alphanumeric) that do not require calculations 

such as phone numbers, part numbers, postal 

codes etc. 

Memo ( LONG VARCHAR) Lengthily text and numbers such as notes or 

descriptions, comments, address etc 

Number(NUMERIC) Numeric data used for mathematical calcula-

tions except  for calculations involving  money 

Date Used to store date only 

Time Used to store time only 

Date/Time Used for date and time information 

Currency Used for currency values and to prevent 

rounding during calculations 

Yes/no Use Boolean values such as 1 for yes and 0 for 

no value. It is used when only one of two val-

ues is valid to indicate the conditions such as 

yes/no, True/ False, on/off 
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eg 

                Field Name              Data Type 

 NAME  TEXT(VARCHAR) 

 ADMISSION_ NUMBER  TEXT(VARCHAR) 

DATE OF BIRTH DATE 

PAN NUMBER TEXT(VARCHAR) 

AMOUNT  CURRENCY/ NUMBER 

DESCRIPTIONS/ NOTES ETC LONG VARCHAR 

MARITAL STATUS YES/NO 

BASIC PAY  NUMBER(NUMERIC) 

 

  Setting primary Key 

    1.    Right click at the field to be specified as primary key. 

           2.  Select primary key item from the context menu 

Relationship 

   Relationship are used  for connecting tables in database to get the advantage of data redundancy. 

                              Tools à Relationship 

 QUERY:   Query is a basic tool that access provides for retrieving information from the data . It is 

used to review, add, change or delete  data from the database. It allows taking information from single 

or multiple tables to obtain the data required. SQL is the most well-Known query language 

Uses of queries: The queries can be used to choose records, choose fields, sort records, access 

multiple tables, perform calculations, provide data sources and update data. 

   Ways of creating queries 

1. To create Query Using wizard 

2. To Create Query  in design view 

3. Create Query in SQL view   

. 

Running a query: choose RUN  command /F5 Button 

 

Type of Querries: 

a. Simple Query 

  A simple Query is a select query which does not involve use of any query function to produce a 

summary of data. 

b. Parameter Query 
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       A parameter Query is a query that asks you  for one or more pieces of information before dis-

playing the data sheet. Parameter query prompts the user to enter criteria for selecting a set of 

records. 

c. Summary query 

    A summary query is a query used to extract aggregate of data items for a group of records. 

FORMS:   Forms are used to enter and edit data in a table in a easy way. It is used to view table data. 

Form can display complete records at a time. Also it rearranges the fields. It enables us to automate 

tasks and display custom menus.. 

                 Ways of Creating Forms 

                1. Create form by using wizards 

                 2. Create form by using Design View 

Common controls in Libre office Base 

     Text box,  check box, List box, combo box 

    REPORTS 

    Report is an effective way to present your data in a printed format. The data found in a re-

port comes from underlying tables, queries or SQL statements. The information in a report can 

be sorted, queried, formatted , calculated or summarized. There are two types of formats for 

presenting information through a report . They are columnar  and tabular reports 

                     Ways of creating Reports 

1. Create report in Design view 

2.  Use wizard to create reports 

Accounting Report: 

   An accounting report means a collection of accounting information for particular need and purpose. 

 

 Criteria / Features of  of Accounting Report 

1. Relevance    2) Timeliness  3) Accuracy  4) Completeness  5)  Summarization 

 

Reporting system. 

 Reporting system is an integrated set of objects that constitute the report 

 

Accounting  Based MIS reports 

    

 

  Accounting Report: 

 An accounting reports means a collection of accounting information for a particular need and purpose. 
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                                                        ACCOUNTING REPORT 

 

 

 PROGRAMMED REPORTS                                                                                  CASUAL REPORTS 

 

 

SCHEDULED REPORT                               ON DEMAND REPORT 

1. Programmed Reports 

    Programmed reports are the reports which contain information useful for decision making sit-

uations that are users have anticipated to occur. Programmed reports can be classified into 

scheduled reports and demand report    

(a) Scheduled report 

    Scheduled reports are the reports which are produced according to a given time frame 

say daily, weekly, monthly or yearly.    Eg. P & L a/c, Balance Sheet, Ledger 

(b) On demand report:- On demand  reports are thee reports which are generated only on the 

triggering of some event. 

Eg. Customers’ statement of account, Inventory Reorder report, Stock in hand report for se-

lected items 

2. Causal Reports:- 

Causal reports are the reports, the need for which is not anticipated. Causal reports are generat-

ed as and when required.                 

Process of Creating Reports 

1. Designing the report   2. Identifying accounting information queries   

3. Using the record set of Final SQL  

 Type of Report Format 

1. Columnar Report format     2. Tabular Report Format 


